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Figuree 1: Moving targ
gets may exit an
n individual’s w
workspace and field of view (leeft).
Canyon visualizess off-view objectts by using a paaper folding meetaphor (right).
A
ABSTRACT

INTRO
ODUCTION

O
Overview+Detaail interfaces can be used to examine th
he
ddetails of comp
plex data while retaining th
he data’s overaall
ccontext. Dynam
mic data introd
duce challengess for these inteerffaces, howeverr, as moving ob
bjects may exitt the detail view
w,
aas well as a peerson’s field off view if they are
a working att a
laarge interactiv
ve surface. To address this “off-view”
“
pro
oblem, we proposse a new inform
mation visualizzation techniqu
ue,
ccalled Canyon. This techniqu
ue attaches a small
s
view of an
ooff-view objectt, including som
me surroundin
ng context, to th
he
eexternal bound
dary of the detaail view. The area
a
between th
he
ddetail view and
d the region co
ontaining the off-view object is
vvirtually “foldeed” to conserv
ve space. A co
omparison stud
dy
w
was conducted
d contrasting th
he benefits an
nd limitations of
C
Canyon to an established
e
tech
hnique, called Wedge. Canyo
on
w
was more accu
urate across a number of tasks,
t
especiallly
m
more complex tasks,
t
and was comparably effficient.

Large, interactive diisplays are inccreasingly beinng used to
supporrt collaborativve data analyssis and decisiion-making
involviing large, com
mplex datasets [24,26]. Yet, ttheir large,
shareabble surface inttroduces naviggation issues fo
for collaborators, as people mayy wish to exam
mine different aspects of
the daataset. Offeringg multiple, inndependent vieews of the
data caan address thiss issue; however, data relatioonships can
becom
me unclear as thhe views diverrge or are beinng explored
at diffeerent zoom levvels. Instead, O
Overview+Detaail interfaces [8] can be used too provide an ovverview of thee entire dataset aalong with muultiple detail viiews. The bouunds of the
detail vviews are show
wn on the overrview to providde context.
When the dataset coontains dynam
mic data this aapproach is
insufficcient for provviding a consisstent view of tthe data of
interesst within the deetail views. Coonsider the following scemmand centre, bbased on an eaarly version
nario inn a police com
of our prototype system developed for police officcers.

A
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A grouup of police offficers stand at aan interactive wall monitoring a large city m
map. The map is augmented with GPStrackedd police vehiccles. An officeer wishes to ccheck on a
particuular incident. SShe selects thee incident location on the
map (ooverview) to op
open a view shhowing a zoom
med portion
of the iincident area ((detail view). SShe sees that thhree police
vehiclees have arrivedd at the scene. While she moonitors the
incidennt, one vehiclee moves awayy from the scenne, and its
associaated icon disapppears as its loocation moves outside the
boundss of the detaill view. She reeceives a repoort that the
vehiclee is in pursuit of a fleeing suuspect. Now, shhe needs to
maintaain awareness oof this vehicle and the incideent scene.
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While the vehicle was no longer visible in the detail view, it
may still be visible on the large overview map. It might be
outside her focal view due to the size of the display. We
define this problem as the “off-view” problem, where we
wish to maintain awareness of objects within the detail
view and of dynamically moving objects that begin in the
view and leave the view over time.

terfaces like Pad [19] separate views temporally, and require users to mentally connect the views [8]. Plumlee and
Ware [21] report that only one graphical object can be held
in memory, and recommend the use of multiple views to
enable visual comparisons of complex data.

We distinguish this problem from the previously identified
“off-screen” problem, where objects of interest are located
outside a given window view [4,8,13]. In our situation, objects located beyond the bounds of the detail view hold
some relationship to objects in the overview (and may even
be visible there). Moreover, the large display context provides additional screen real-estate around the detail view(s),
unlike “off-screen” situations which are often limited to
indicating the location of a non-visible object within the
constraints of a small interface window (e.g., on a handheld
device [4,13]). Thus, large displays provide a different design context with opportunities for different design solutions to provide location awareness of an off-view object.

Overview+Detail interfaces provide overview and detail
views simultaneously, but spatially separated, and leave
the user to build the connection.
These interfaces are used in many common computer applications, like Microsoft PowerPoint’s slide thumbnails. Digital map systems like Google Maps show a large detail view
and give an overview as an inset. In contrast, the DragMag
image magnifier [25] grants the most screen space to the
overview area and provides multiple smaller detail views.
PolyZoom [17] additionally supports construction of focus
hierarchies. Plaisant et al. [20] found intermediate windows
useful for detail-to-overview ratios exceeding 20:1.

To address this design space, we propose a new information
visualization technique, called Canyon (Figure 1), developed for map-based datasets. In Canyon, orthogonal strips
of map data that include the off-view object are attached to
the detail view. To conserve screen space, the area between
the detail view and the region containing the off-view object is “folded”. This folding metaphor was inspired by the
“Mélange” multi-focus interaction technique [9]. Canyon is
designed to provide a high level of location detail by showing the off-view object as well as its surrounding map area.
To explore the potential of this design in facilitating location awareness of off-view objects, we conducted a controlled laboratory experiment comparing Canyon to an existing off-screen visualization technique, Wedge [13]. To
set the context for this study we first present the related
work. Next, we present the design of Canyon, the study
method, and results. Finally, we discuss the overall study
and provide design recommendations for future off-view
object interfaces.
RELATED WORK

As previously mentioned, we distinguish the off-view problem from the off-screen problem. Objects become offscreen any time the screen is too small to represent the area
of interest, often caused by the need of higher level of detail. However, off-screen objects are also off-view, and we
can leverage existing off-screen visualizations to understand and approach the off-view problem. This section presents existing techniques on large visual spaces and visualizing off-screen objects.
Navigation-based Techniques

Large visual spaces can be explored using pan, zoom or
scroll. “Speed-dependent automatic zooming” [15] reduces
the zoom level depending on scrolling speed. Zooming in-

View-based Techniques

Focus+Context interfaces combine focus and context areas
in one view, aiming to decrease short term memory load.
These areas are typically connected using distortion.
The first Focus+Context interface was ‘Bifocal Display’
[23], which used the metaphor of bending sides of a paper
strip backward to create a focus area while preserving context. ‘Fisheye views’ [11] delegate a large portion of the
view to the area of greatest interest and less space to other
areas depending on their distance from this area. Baudisch
et al. [3] embedded a small high resolution display (focus)
into a large, low resolution display (context). A unifying
framework, incorporating this wide range of approaches
was presented by Carpendale and Montagnese [7].
Multi-scale interfaces, also known as semantic zooming
[19], present content differently depending on scale.
Multi-focus interfaces provide multiple foci at the same
time.
Many Overview+Detail and Focus+Context interfaces allow multiple foci [22,25]. Techniques supporting both, multi-scale and multi-focus interaction, include PolyZoom [17]
and Mélange [9]. Mélange supports multiple foci and folds
space in between points of interest, and allows viewing
points of interest at different levels of detail. Mélange inspired the off-view technique presented in this work.
Cue-based Techniques

Pointing techniques provide information about off-screen
objects by pointing in their direction. Typically, graphical elements are overlaid onto the screen border region.
Off-screen object’s direction is conveyed by pointing and
distance is conveyed by altering the visual cues’ properties,
e.g. size. Combining this information gives the location of
the object. Visualizations include arrows [5] and rays [1].
Halo [4] draws a circle around the off-screen object's location that intrudes into the screen. However, it suffers from
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ooverlap and corrner issues. A comparison off arrows and HaH
loo [5] shows arrrows to be mo
ore accurate fo
or distance task
ks,
aand Halo perfo
orming better for location tasks.
t
Instead of
uusing circles, Wedge
W
[13] usses partly visib
ble isosceles trriaangles to pointt towards the off-screen object. Wedge was
w
ffound to be more accurate th
han Halo. In a comparison of
aarrows, Overviiew+Detail, an
nd Wedge [6],, Wedge outpeerfformed the other techniques for distance taasks. Wedge was
w
inncluded as thee comparison technique
t
in our
o study, due to
itts effectiveness.
C
Contextual vieews are deriveed from fisheye views and use
u
abstract visual representattions along thee view border to
point to the location of offf-screen objectts.
C
City Lights [2
27] and EdgeR
Radar [14] pro
ovide contextu
ual
innformation by displaying pro
oxies of off-scrreen objects in
nto
a compressed border region
n within the view.
v
Contextu
ual
vviews are also used
u
for large node-link
n
diagrrams [10].
IInteractive offf-screen techn
niques allow interacting
i
wiith
pproxies and au
uto-focus of thee associated ob
bject [10,16,18
8].
O
Our work focuses on the visu
ualization, rath
her than manip
pulaation, of off-viiew objects. Cu
urrent off-screeen visualizations
m
mainly target small
s
displays and use abstraact cues. To our
o
kknowledge, no
o research hass investigated visualization of
ooff-view objeccts on large displays featu
uring individu
ual
vviews. To addrress this usagee context, we developed Caanyyon, a multi-foccus approach to
t visualize offf-view objects on
o
laarge displays. The design and
d implementatiion of Canyon is
ddescribed next.
D
DESIGN OF CA
ANYON

C
Canyon was deesigned to prov
vide location awareness
a
of taarggets, outside off the focal areaa of a person, on
o large displaays
w
with direct inpu
ut (see Figure 2 (d)). Targetss can be static or
ddynamic, and th
hey are visualized around thee detail view.

The deesign details ccan be explaineed using a maap exploration coontext (see Figgure 2). Consiider having a workspace
showinng a user deffined map areea and multiple objects,
which are outside off the user’s focaal range. Canyyon extends
the vieew by cutting oout a strip of a ppaper map conntaining the
off-vieew object and attaches it too the edge off the detail
view. S
Since this stripp of map can bbe long and thhe space in
betweeen is uninteressting, it is sharrply folded likke paper in
order tto bring the objjects of interesst close to the ddetail view.
A papeer folding mettaphor is easy to understandd since humans aare familiar w
with paper mannipulation. Sincce the cutout vieew and the foldd are attached to the outside of the map
view, tthe defined vieew never channges, fulfilling G1. Moreover, bby connecting the detail vieew and the cuut-out view
with thhe fold, contextt is provided, ffulfilling G2.
The w
width of the foolded map connnecting the ddetail view
with thhe cut-out view
w is dependennt on the distaance of the
detail vview edge to thhe off-view tarrget. It is calcullated by
round ln

.

A logaarithmic functiion is used to avoid overly large folds
causedd by very distannt objects. Sincce the foldSize varies, G4
and par
artly G3 are fullfilled.
Adding
g Shadow

One deesign goal of M
Mélange was pproviding distannce awareness. E
Elmqvist et all. [9] used an abstract envirronment in
their sttudy with a chheckerboard-likke backgroundd and additional black lines inndicating screeen units as an additional
distancce cue. Like tthe authors off Mélange, we think that
distortiion alone doees not providee proper distannce awareness. W
While a differeence in distancce conveyed byy distortion
betweeen a near and a far object is nnoticeable, thee difference
betweeen two far objeects is not. As the depth of thhe fold can
no longger be estimatted, distance aw
wareness shrinnks and the
paper ffolding metaphhor suffers.

D
Design Goals

F
For enhancing location awareeness about offf-view targets on
o
laarge displays, we defined thee following dessign goals:
G
G1. No chang
ge of the defi
fined view. Th
he view defined
should nott be altered (by
y another perso
on or the system
m).
G
G2. Keep off-vview object in context. A peerson should ala
ways be aware
a
of how an
a off-view ob
bject is related to
his or her current view.
G
G3. Provide distance awaren
ness. The distaance to the worrkuld be indicated.
space shou
G
G4. Support fa
ast comparison
n. Fast comparrison of off-vieew
objects rellative to each other
o
should bee enabled.
F
Folding Paper

T
The idea of Can
nyon is to brin
ng off-view objjects close to th
he
ccurrent workspace by using a paper folding
g metaphor. Caanyyon was inspirred by Mélang
ge [9], a techn
nique for fittin
ng
m
multiple focus points into th
he viewport by
y folding unused
sspace in between. In contrastt, Canyon exteends the view by
b
aadding cut-out views onto thee user’s view.
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Figuree 2: Canyon attaaches a strip off map material ccontaining
the oobject to the vieew and folds uninteresting spacce away.
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T
To overcome th
hese issues, a shadow
s
is addeed onto the folld.
IIt intensifies th
he depth illusio
on and serves as an addition
nal
ccue for distancce awareness, which fulfills G3. The max
xim
mum darkness of the shadow is calculated depending
d
on th
he
rratio of visible map in the fold
d,
1

.

IIt is applied ass a linear grad
dient from the maximum darrknness in the mid
ddle to transpaarent on the sid
des. The shado
ow
aand the distortiion are applied
d in a pixel sh
hader in one step
uusing linear trransformation. Mélange enh
hanced distan
nce
aawareness by using
u
fold pagees, each represeenting the size of
thhe screen. Altthough this lin
near translation of distance is
w
well-understand
dable, we used
d non-linear diistance represeentaation for representing objectss regardless of their distance.
M
Merging and Ch
haining

W
When the distaance between off-view
o
objects on the x or yaaxis is smaller than the cut-o
out view size defined with 80
8
ppixels in this im
mplementation,, the cut-out viiews are mergeed.
T
The cut-out vieew is enlarged to accommodaate these targets.
W
When one cut-o
out view is in between anoth
her and the detaail
vview, the farth
her away one is chained. The
T bounds off a
ccloser cut-out view
v
are exten
nded to incorporate all follow
winng intersecting
g cut-out viewss that are farth
her away. Folded
m
maps between cut-out viewss only depend on the distan
nce
bbetween these views. Both the
t folded map
p width and th
he
sshadow are calcculated based on
o this distancee (see Figure 3).
3
C
Corners

R
Representing off-view
o
objeccts in corner regions
r
requirres
sspecial attentio
on in many off-screen vissualization tecchnniques. As off--screen objectss are mostly viisualized ortho
ogoonal to the view
w edges of a reectangular screeen, corners prressent a bigger area
a
to cover but less space for
f visualizatio
on.
C
Canyon visualiizes corner off--view objects by
b extending th
he
vvertical view ed
dges and foldss the cut-out viiews orthogonaallyy to these exteended edges. Thus,
T
two fold
ds are needed to
sshow a corner object (see Fiigure 3), and may
m increase th
he
ccognitive load to understand it. Nevertheeless, the pap
per
ffolding metaph
hor is preserveed which shou
uld assist undeersstanding. Cut-o
out views are always
a
kept in
n distinct octan
nts
aaround the view
w to prevent them
t
from oveerlapping. When
oone cut-out vieew overlaps octtant edges, it iss shifted into th
he
ooctant, where th
he centre of thee represented object
o
is.
B
Benefits and Lim
mitations

C
Canyon provid
des a high levell of detail by showing
s
the su
urrroundings of off-view
o
objeccts, which can
n provide spatiial
hhints about their precise location. We expect that this add
ditiional informattion can impro
ove one’s abillity to locate an
a
oobject. In order to avoid occclusion and maaintain this loccatiion awarenesss, and as sugg
gested by prev
vious work [13
3],
ccut-out views are
a also design
ned to not overrlap. In additio
on,
thhe distance of the cut-out fro
om the view iss conveyed usin
ng
a paper folding
g metaphor, allready familiarr in the physiccal
w
world, which was
w successfullly employed in Mélange [9
9].
T
The size of th
he cut-outs rem
mains consisten
nt and does not
n
ddepend on the target distance. However, unlike
u
other cu
ue-

Figurre 3: Close objeccts are merged in one Canyon (bottom).
Objectts located in thee same direction
n are chained (rright). Corner ob
bjects require foolding twice (boottom right). Th
he close up
at the toop shows the foold in detail.

based ooff-screen visuualization technniques, each cuut-out uses
additioonal space, andd thus the technnique may not generalize
to situaations where sccreen real estatte is at a premiium.
We de signed Canyonn for the speciffic purpose of supporting
w that may
awarenness of multip le objects in a detailed view
move oout of the view
w. However, itt is not clear tto what degree oour design impproves locationn awareness, oor whether
the usee of additionaal space and innformation wiill increase
cognitiive load. In aaddition, our paper-foldingg metaphor
differs from other off
ff-view visualizzation techniquues, and we
w effectively oour technique cconveys an
are intterested in how
m the cut-out.
object’’s distance from
METHO
OD

We coonducted an em
mpirical study in order to expplore these
benefitts and limitatioons. Specificallly, our study innvestigated
how w
well people couuld understandd the connectioon between
the dettail window aand overview m
map, the effecct of using
additioonal space, andd the degree too which Canyoon provides
awarenness of a targeet’s absolute loocation, relativve location,
and m
movement. As a baseline foor comparisonn, we used
Wedgee [13], a well-ddesigned off-sccreen techniquue (see Figure 4) ddue to little liteerature regardiing the off-view
w problem.
Particiipants

Sixteenn unpaid particcipants (6 femaale, 10 male), bbetween 21
and 311 years of age, were recruitedd from a univeersity computer sscience underggraduate progrram. Participaants signed
up as iindividuals, buut were paired uup to completee the study.
75% oof participantss reported beinng familiar w
with directinput ccomputational devices and aall of the partiicipants reported having used ddigital map systtems.
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Suburbban areas of a large, foreignn city were ussed so that
particippants would be unlikely to hhave in-depth knowledge
of the map data, andd thus have sim
milar expertise.. For every
task, vvisually compaarable map areeas were selectted and car
locatioons were randoomly generatedd prior to the sttudy. Since
two paarticipants com
mpleted a task simultaneouslly with the
same ooverview map,, each participaant had a detaail map and
thus thhe detail map aareas were not the same. To aaccount for
any vaariance caused by differencess in map area, we included the position factorr.

Figure 4: Wedg
ge visualizes objject locations with
w partly visible isossceles triangles overlaid on thee view.

Tasks

A
Apparatus

T
The study was conducted on a large interacctive whiteboarrd,
m
measuring 3 × 1.125 m, with
h a total resollution of 2048 ×
7768 pixels. Th
he whiteboard was operated by two Hitacchi
C
CP-A100 projeectors, with inp
put through An
noto digital pens
((ADP-301). Th
he context of th
he study was a map-based pop
y response situaation with an Overview+Deta
O
ail
liice emergency
innterface inspirred by DragMaag [25], which provided a larg
ge
ooverview and allowed
a
flexiblle placement of detail views to
pprovide awaren
ness of the currrent situation (ssee Figure 5).
D
Design

W
We used a 2 (technique) × 2 (density) × 2 (position)
(
mixed
ddesign with thee following facttors:
•
•
•

Technique: Canyon, Wedge; within
n-participants
Densitty: 5 cars, 10 cars; within-parrticipants
Positio
on: left, right; between-particcipants

F
For the techniq
que factor, we compared our Canyon visuaalizzation, which provides
p
detaills of the surrou
undings of a taargget, to Wedge, an established
d off-screen visualization tecchnnique that usess abstract cues (see Figure 4). Wedge was
w
im
mplemented as
a described in
n [13], includ
ding the overlaap
rresolution algo
orithm. Since the map appliication itself ini
ccluded an Overrview+Detail in
nterface, Overv
view+Detail was
w
nnot used as a co
omparative tecchnique. For th
he density facto
or,
eeach participan
nt’s detail view presented 5 orr 10 moving caars
aas targets.

Four taasks were usedd to explore sppatial limitatioons, the degree o f difficulty to relate detail view and overrview, and
well movementt, relative locaation, and absoolute locahow w
tion off objects are conveyed. Sinnce we opted for higher
precisiion and realism
m, tasks were innspired by the previously
studiedd police work context. Selecctions were acchieved by
tappingg the corresponnding object onnce with the peen.
T1. Iddentification. A car was highhlighted in red on the detaail map, and thhe participant was asked too select the
coorresponding ccar on the overvview map. Thiis task tests
hoow well objectts can be correllated between m
maps.
T2. M
Movement. All cars were pauused. The partiicipant was
thhen asked to seelect all cars tthat were statioonary prior
too the pausing, and then selecct the “Finisheed” button.
K
Knowledge aboout whether a ccar is moving iimproves a
poolice officer’s situation awarreness and motivates this
taask. We test hoow well movem
ment is conveyeed.
T3. D
Distance. Whilee all cars are stationary andd off-view,
thhe participant w
was asked to seelect the closesst car to the
ceentre point of their detail view and then thhe secondcllosest car. Therreby, we test hhow well relativve distance
iss interpreted. T
This task wass motivated byy having a
neew incident inn the middle oof the detail m
map and the
neeed to send caars to that locattion. The closeest cars are
exxpected to arrivve fastest.
T4. Loocation. A carr was highlighhted in red onn the detail
m
map, the particiipant was thenn asked to marrk its locatioon by tapping once on the ooverview map.. This tests
hoow well absollute location iinformation iss conveyed
annd was motivaated by a policce officer’s neeed to know
thhe absolute possition of a policce car.
Proced
dure

Each ppair of participants was welcoomed and giveen an overview oof the project aand study proccedure. After fi
filling out a
backgrround questionnnaire, they weere given time to practice
drawinng with the diggital pen until thhey felt comfoortable with
the whhiteboard technnology.

Figure 5: The study setup inccluded a large sh
hared overview
w
map an
nd one detail ma
ap for each participant.

Particippants were theen introduced to the tasks annd the first
techniqque through a presentation, followed by a training
sessionn. Then, they pperformed twoo blocks of all four tasks
in the same order (T
T1-T4) for thee first density condition,
wo blocks for the second dennsity conditionn, and then
then tw
filled oout post-conddition questionnnaires. Particiipants then
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followed the same procedure for the second technique, then
completed an exit questionnaire and were interviewed. The
order of technique and density were counterbalanced, but
the density was presented in the same order of both techniques. Each trial was repeated 7 times for a total of 56 trials per participant (2 techniques × 2 densities × 2 blocks of
tasks × 7 repetitions).

A significant main effect of density order was found (F1,13 =
5.376, p = .037). Participants were faster when the 10 cars
condition was tested second (M = 4.58 s, SE = 0.67 s) than
when it was first (M = 6.74 s, SE = 1.25 s), an expected
learning effect. No other main effects or interactions were
significant.
T2 – Movement

Data Collection

Each session was video and audio recorded. Timing data,
car locations, and pen selections were captured through
computer logs. Preference data were collected through postcondition and exit questionnaires.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION

This section presents the quantitative results, categorized by
the tasks, as well as the overall study observation and participants’ preference and feedback.
In our design, the density condition required a predetermined task setup including map area and movement
patterns of cars, and so our density factor was not separable
from this setup. Our observations and preliminary analyses
revealed that these different setups may have impacted participants’ behavior, and so we performed two separate analyses for each density to avoid this confounding factor. We
instead included density order as a between-participants
factor, to separate learning effects and fatigue from the
technique factor, as some of our participants would have
performed comparable trials at different times throughout
the study session. Error rates and trial completion time were
thus analyzed using a 2 (technique) × 2 (density order) × 2
(position) repeated measures ANOVA (α = .05) separately
for each level of density.
We found little significant differences between the tested
techniques in our 5-car analysis. However, the 10-car condition reveals a number of significant differences between
Wedge and Canyon. Since the results of the 10-car analysis
are more interesting we will report only these results in this
paper. For a comprehensive report of all results, we refer
the reader to our supplementary material.
T1 – Identification

The trial completion time was calculated from when the car
was highlighted in the detail view to when the car was selected on the overview map. The error rate was measured as
a binary value: whether the selection was correct or not. No
main effects or interactions were found for error rate.
Trial Completion Time

A significant main effect of technique (F1,13 = 6.037, p =
.029) was found. Wedge was significantly faster (M = 4.74
s, SE = 0.66 s) than Canyon (M = 6.57 s, SE = 1.26 s). We
suspect that this was due to the growth of Canyon, sometimes even exceeding the screen borders. Highlighted targets were sometimes not visible and participants had to
move the detail view to find them.

The trial completion time was calculated as the time from
when the cars were frozen to when the “Finished” button
was pressed. Three types of error were also calculated and
compared: omissions, false-positives, and overall error.
Omissions were calculated as the percentage of stationary
cars participants missed. False-positives were calculated as
the percentage of moving cars erroneously selected. The
overall error was calculated as the sum of stationary cars
missed and the number of moving targets selected divided
by the total number of cars in the condition. There were no
main effects or interactions for trial completion time or
omissions.
False Positives

There was a significant main effect of technique (F1,13 =
10.687, p = .006). Participants selected significantly fewer
moving cars with Canyon (M = 3.13%, SE = 1.89%) than
with Wedge (M = 10.19%, SE = 3.82%). Participants may
have been more accurate with Canyon as people can easily
identify movement in their periphery, and in Canyon this
movement remains outside the detail view, whereas with
Wedge the movement is promoted to the focus. In addition,
Wedge allows for overlapping objects and can become easily cluttered, making false movement detection more likely.
No other main effects or interactions were significant.
T3 – Distance

Trial completion time was calculated as the time between
dismissing the instructions and selecting a car. The error
rate was calculated as the distance between the closest target and the selected target divided by the distance from the
detail map centre to the selected target. For the second trial,
the target was the closest object among the remaining objects. There were no main effects or interactions for trial
completion time.
Error

A significant main effect of technique (F1,13 = 9.276, p =
.009) was found. The error was far less for Canyon (M =
1.72%, SE = 1.27%) than for Wedge (M = 20.23%, SE =
9.57%). The main effect may be due to that Canyon provided a more consistent visualization at the corners and for
objects at extreme distances. No other effects or interactions were significant.
T4 – Location

Trial completion time was calculated as the time from when
the car was highlighted on the detail map to when the location was marked on the overview map. The error was calculated as the distance between the target location and the
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sselected locatio
on on the overrview map meeasured in cen
ntim
meters on the whiteboard. The
T projected map’s
m
scale was
w
aapproximately 1 cm : 87 m.
T
Trial Completion Time

T
There was a sig
gnificant main effect of densiity order for triial
ccompletion tim
me (F1,13 = 8.12
24, p = .014). Both techniqu
ues
w
were faster wh
hen the 10 caars density waas tested secon
nd
((Mean differencce = 3.80 s). This
T is likely caaused by a learrnon
inng effect. No other significaant main effeccts or interactio
w
were found.

D
Distance (5)
Canyon

Dista
ance (10)
Wed
dge

Location (5)

Location (10)

Figurre 6: Significanttly different Lik
kert-scale ratinggs for Distance aand Location taask. 1 means haaving no knowleedge about
th
he object and 7 means having ccomplete knowlledge.

E
Error

T
There was a significant maiin effect of tecchnique (F1,13 =
99.405, p = .009). Canyon was less error-p
prone (M = 1.6
61
ccm, SE = 0.53 cm)
c compared to Wedge (M = 2.85 cm, SE
E=
00.67 cm). In meters,
m
the averrage error for Canyon
C
amoun
nts
too 139 m and to
o 247 m for Wedge.
W
This maain effect may be
b
ddue to that thee cut-out view
ws provided paarticipants mo
ore
ddetails surround
ding targets so
o they can iden
ntify the absolu
ute
loocation based on the featuress of the landscaape.
Q
Questionnaires

A
After each tech
hnique block, participants
p
weere asked to raate
hhow much kno
owledge they felt they had for each task at
bboth levels of density. The rating
r
was bassed on a 7-poiint
L
Likert scale, where
w
1 meanss they had no knowledge, but
b
rrather guessed,, and 7 means they knew ex
xactly where th
he
oobjects were, if they were moving,
m
etc. Th
he questionnairres
uused are includ
ded in the appen
ndix accompan
nying this papeer.
T
The post-condiition questionn
naire data weree analyzed usin
ng
tw
wo related samples Wilcox
xon signed-ran
nk tests. For th
he
ddistance task (T
T3), the resultss showed that participants peercceived themsellves to have more
m
knowledg
ge of the targeets
w
with Canyon th
han with Wedg
ge in both density conditions (5
ccars: z = 2.208,, p = .027; 10 cars:
c
z = 2.248, p = .025). For
F
thhe location taask (T4), Cany
yon was also rated higher for
f
bboth 5 cars (z = 2.015, p = .04
44) and 10 carrs (z = 2.133, p =
.0033). The ratin
ng results for T3
T and T4 are shown in Figu
ure
66. No significaant difference was
w found in technique for th
he
rremaining taskss.
A
After the experriment, participants were ask
ked to rate theeir
ppreferred techn
nique by task an
nd overall (seee Figure 7). Caanyyon was more preferred per task and overrall. Overall, 14
oout of 16 parrticipants (87.5%) preferred
d Canyon ov
ver
W
Wedge. Wedgee’s highest ratiing was in thee movement taask
((T2), with 6 parrticipants (37.5
5%) preferring it to Canyon.

Figu
ure 7: Preferen
nces of techniqu
ue per task and overall.

the cuut-out view, ssuch as rounddabouts or parrks, which
helpedd locate the targget.
“I liked it [Canyoon] better becauuse it was easier to orientate
w
with the small [ccut-out] map andd one can assocciate the objeect better. For eexample, if it iss near a park, yyou see the
grreen on the small [cut-out] mapp.” – Participantt 5B

One paarticipant com
mmented that w
with local knoowledge, it
would be even easierr to assign locaations with Cannyon’s cutout vieew. However, the drawback of Canyon waas estimating thee exact distancee as reported bby 5 participantts, and two
particippants stated eexplicitly that they felt, disstance was
better cconveyed withh Wedge.
“
“It [Canyon] waas more difficullt for [estimatingg] distances
beecause it was di
difficult to conveert the shadow innto distance
innformation” – P
Participant 6A

Neverttheless, two pparticipants fellt that the papper folding
metaphhor of Canyon gave a good uunderstanding oof distance,
and tw
wo participants described Cannyon as “intuitivve”.
Wedgee was describeed by 9 particippants as “conffusing”, especiallly with overlaapping Wedges. One particiipant commentedd that the incoonsistent base llength of Weddges at corners is difficult to unnderstand, whille one participant did not
notice the inconsistenncy at all. Morreover, some pparticipants
commeented that it caan be difficult to complete thhe Wedges
mentallly.

Interviews and
d Observations

A
At the end of the study, paarticipants were asked to staate
thheir preferred technique and why. Accordin
ng to the particcippants, the majo
or advantages of Canyon weere the clear ded
ssign and the ad
dditional detail provided in th
he cut-out view
ws.
T
Twelve particip
pants stated thaat they found Canyon
C
“cleareer”
oor “easier” beccause they feltt confident abo
out the off-vieew
oobject locationss. Three participants pointed out that Canyo
on
pprovided good orientation by giving referen
nce points with
hin

“I found it reallyy difficult [withh Wedge] to imaagine where
thhe legs intersect” – Participant 88B
“
“You could locaate the cars easier [with Canyoon] because
yoou did not have to imagine how
w big the trianglles are once
thhey are completeed” – Participannt 7B

In factt, some particippants used theiir hands in ordder to interpret W
Wedge properlyy and estimate location or disstance. Figure 8 sshows an exam
mple of one paarticipant tracinng the legs
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with Canyon, an
and the main ddrawback of W
Wedge was
cult w
the oveerlapping cues,, which often cconfused the paarticipants.
OVERA
ALL DISCUSS
SION

F
Figure 8: A parrticipant was ca
arefully tracing legs of Wedges with
both hands an
nd measuring th
he length relativ
ve to the view siize.

oof a Wedge caarefully with bo
oth hands duriing the Locatio
on
taask. Once thee intersection point
p
of a Weedge’s legs was
w
ffound, she meaasured the distaance relative to
o the detail view
w.
O
On the overview
w map, she scaaled the distancce relative to th
he
ddetail area mark
ker for finding the object’s lo
ocation.
F
Furthermore, Wedge’s
W
repressentation of veery close objeccts
ccan lead to ov
verlooking. In one configuraation of the Diistaance task, an off-view objecct was very close to the detaail
vview (see Figu
ure 9). The Weedge representaation of this obo
ject was very sm
mall and 4 out of 8 participan
nts did not seleect
ntrast, none off the participan
nts
itt as the closestt object. In con
ffacing this situaation with Can
nyon missed it.
W
We noticed thaat during the sttudy participan
nts stepped away
ffrom the digitaal whiteboard for both Cany
yon and Wedg
ge,
bbut in differentt tasks. With Canyon,
C
we notticed more often
thhat participantts stepped bacck for observin
ng movement of
thhe cars (T2) than
t
with Wed
dge. Increasing
g the distance to
thhe display incrreased their fieeld of view and
d provided a beetter overview fo
or covering thee larger area off Canyon’s vissuaalizations. With
h Wedge, partiicipants steppeed back for com
mppleting Wedges and finding the car locatio
on (T4). In co
ontrrast, they mov
ved very closee to the digitaal whiteboard to
ccarefully exam
mine Canyon’s cut-out view and find the car
c
loocation. For bo
oth techniquess, participants looked
l
repeateedlyy to the detaill map and oveerview map. However,
H
we non
tiiced that they compared the detail and overview map mo
ore
eextensively witth Canyon than
n with Wedge,, in order to fin
nd
loocation referen
nce points to match
m
correspon
nding map areaas.
IIn conclusion, participants ap
ppreciated the additional detaail
pprovided by Caanyon and prefferred it over the
t abstract cu
ues
inn Wedge. For them, estimating absolute distance was difffi-

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: A very closee off-view object visualized
with
w Canyon (a) and with Wedg
ge (b).

The quuantitative ressults suggest ssome positive results for
accuraccy in favour oof Canyon oveer Wedge, withh no correspondiing differencess in trial com
mpletion time, suggesting
that thhis benefit doees not come att the cost of sspeed. Furthermoore, participantts preferred Caanyon over Wedge. While
this stuudy was frameed in a police eemergency respponse context wiith moving carrs as targets, thhe results will likely generalizee to other situattions involvingg large screen ssetups with
movingg targets and tthe need for ddetailed views.. The tasks
were ddesigned to reeflect strengthss and weaknessses of the
techniqques regardingg general off-vview object feeatures like
locatioon, distance andd movement.
Specifi
fically, the resuults indicate thaat Canyon morre accurately convveyed movem
ment in T2. Eveen though the amount of
objectss on the screenn and the grow
wth of Canyon may overwhelm
m participants, they still perfformed better uusing Canyon. T
This improved movement aw
wareness may be due to
Canyonn placing off-vview objects ooutside of the w
workspace,
where movement caan be perceivved in the peeriphery. It
shouldd be noted, hoowever, that iin T1 particippants were
slowerr when using C
Canyon, whichh suggests thaat the additional information prrovided by Caanyon may inteerfere with
simpleer tasks. For innstance, the chhaining of objeects, sometimes eeven exceededd the screen bborders. Visibillity of offview oobjects should be guaranteed and stemmingg Canyon’s
growthh will be addressed in future w
work.
Our reesults also sugggest that Canyyon allows partticipants to
be morre accurate at m
measuring disttance, which corresponds
well w
with participannts’ stated preeferences; how
wever, five
particippants stated dduring intervieews that they could not
determ
mine the target distance by oobserving the shadow. A
distincction between rrelative and abbsolute distancee conveyed
by Cannyon may helpp to explain this discrepancy. In the distance ttask (T3), partticipants were required to esstimate the
relativee distance (i.ee., first and second closest cars). We
suspecct that participaants are insteadd referring to aan inability
to preccisely measuree the absolute distance, rathher than an
inabilitty to describee the next cllosest target. Unlike in
Wedgee where the cloosest target m
may result in a very small
triangl e, off-view tarrgets in Canyoon have more consistent
Even though thhe corners reqquire more effoort to intersizes. E
pret, thhe Canyon visualization, naamely the disttortion and
shadow
w, is consistentt for both corneer and regular cases.
These same commennts also seem too contradict thhe quantitative reesults about abbsolute locationn awareness inn the location taask (T4). Usinng Canyon, parrticipants meaasured 1.24
cm moore accurately tthan with Weddge, despite thee comment
that thee shadows werre insufficient.. Interviews wiith the participannts revealed a potential eexplanation. P
Participants
commeented that evenn though it was difficult to estimate the
exact distance with Canyon, the cut-out viewss provided
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cues to the exact location of the targets, such as landmarks
and features of the landscape. Moreover, participants were
able to compare the cut-out views with the overview map to
match the location in Canyon. In contrast, Wedge does not
provide extra clues to the surrounding and participants had
to rely only on their estimation of the intersection of Wedge
legs.
Design Recommendations

Based on our results, we provide design recommendations
for multi-user applications on large displays involving individual workspaces and moving off-view objects:
Provide context of the off-view targets

The results showed that providing the surrounding area of
off-view objects provided clues and awareness of their location. This information was especially helpful on top of the
distance cues conveyed by distortion and shadow. Participants also rated Canyon higher and preferred the provided
context more than the abstract cues in Wedge.
Make distance cues consistent

The findings revealed the importance of providing a consistent visualization and the fact that people may first interpret a visualization based on the most salient features, such
as the base length in Wedge. Moreover, the results indicated that Canyon’s paper folding metaphor provided a more
understandable method to interpret relative distance for the
participants than Wedge did. It also enabled higher accuracy while maintaining comparable speed. However, special
attention is needed for objects at extreme distance, such as
very close or distant. One approach may be to adjust the
parameters of the shadow in a consistent manner based on
the specific situations to increase its expressiveness.
Avoid clutter and pay attention to dynamic movement

Despite the success of Wedge on mobile devices and its
compact design, the results revealed that the interface was
too cluttered and confusing for the participants in the large
display environment. Thus, the design should avoid clutter
and overlapping of cues. The jiggling of the cues in the
high-density condition was another factor that confused the
participants in Wedge. Designers should consider both static and dynamic aspects of the visualization.
Stem growth and ensure visibility

Uncontrolled growth of Canyon was intentionally allowed
in the study to investigate trade-offs in Canyon’s design.
However, the results revealed that this growth significantly
increased the time to perform tasks. Therefore, off-view
objects should always remain visible and not exceeding the
screen border so the awareness of the objects is preserved.
Generalizing Canyon

Canyon is best suited for scenarios involving maps, nodelink diagrams, or other 2D spatial information visualizations. However, the general “off-view object” context may
be applicable to other task contexts. In addition to the
command and control contexts described earlier in this pa-

per, it could also be used for logistics. A dispatcher at a
transportation company could use Canyon to stay aware of
current truck locations and plan future tours.
Canyon may be useful for content management on a large
display. In a multi-monitor desktop environment, people
often have a primary task on the primary monitor and multiple types of content opened on the secondary monitor to
support the primary task [12]. This also applies to large
displays. Consider working on the layout of a large poster
of size DIN A1 (841 × 594 mm) on a large whiteboard to
edit it in its original scale. Multiple folder views might be
opened and contain input for the poster, such as text, sponsors’ logos and images. Often, a web browser view is needed to search for appropriate fonts or images, and mail client
for related email threads and attachments. In this case, the
primary task is in the view containing the poster design, and
folder, web browser and mail client views are secondary
tasks, assisting the primary task. Opened views for secondary tasks could be removed from the screen to reduce clutter and be represented by Canyon around the primary-taskview. This reduces distance on a large display [2] and facilitates efficient retrieval of required views due to cognitively associated locations.
Canyon may also be used in a calendar view for visualizing
future appointments or events. For example, the current
time point plus 6 hours are presented in detail. The y-axis
might represent hours and the x-axis might represent days.
Future calendar items are laid out accordingly using Canyon to represent the connection to the current time point.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We have presented Canyon, a novel off-view visualization
technique for large-display applications. It employed the
paper-folding metaphor; therefore, using both distortion and
shadow to convey distance information. Moreover it provided context around target location, which helped to improve accuracy. To investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of the technique, a controlled laboratory experiment
was conducted comparing Canyon with an established
technique, Wedge. Results revealed that Canyon improved
the accuracy in the high-density condition while maintaining comparable speed, across density conditions, to Wedge.
In the future, we would like to investigate potential ways to
control the growth of Canyon. Another area of future research is to improve the visualization at corners to allow
faster interpretation of distance. One potential way is to use
circular workspace instead of rectangular shapes. Moreover,
an investigation on fine tuning the shadow or creating an
alternative augmentation for conveying distance will improve the estimation of absolute distance of targets. Finally,
in-depth knowledge of an area can be particularly beneficial
when using Canyon for showing off-view objects on maps.
Further research can investigate how much performance
improvement can be gained with Canyon for people with
knowledge of the local area.
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